NYU Summer in Dublin

Elementary Irish 1

Professor Padraig O Cearuill

Required Text: Learning Irish by Micheál Ó Siadhail, (Yale University Press).

Class 1 : Lecture on the History of the Irish language.
    Lesson 1 & 2 of Learning Irish.
    Introduction to Gaelic folksong.

Class 2 : Lesson 3 Learning Irish.
    Conversational excercise and translation.
    Introduction to Irish placenames.

Class 3: Lesson 4 Learning Irish.
    Conversational exercise.
    Irish in the Media.

Class 4: Lesson 5 Learning Irish.
    The Gaeltachts of Ireland.
    Introduction to Irish family names.

Class 5: Lesson 6 Learning Irish.
    Conversational exercise. Folksong.

Class 6: Lesson 7 Learning Irish.
    Irish in the Educational system.

Class 7: Lesson 8 Learning Irish.
    The Irish language in Northern Ireland.